November 1, 2017

Meeting Attendees: emailed minutes only

Agenda topics

● Announcements/DHC Promote yo’self
  ○ Congrats to Danielle Blanch Hartigan and Co. for recent publication on validation of a mobile sensing platform that can pick up on behavioral indicators of depression and PTSD symptoms through passive data from smartphones!
    ■ Also our first entry into the DHC Year in Review! (See below)

● Updated Meetings times from now until the 2018 meeting:
  ○ Wednesday, December 6, noon Pacific/3pm Eastern
  ○ Thursday, January 4, 11am Pacific/2pm Eastern
  ○ Thursday, February 1, 11am Pacific/2pm Eastern
  ○ Thursday, March 1, 11am Pacific/2pm Eastern

● New! DHC Listserv dhc@list.sbm.org; no more emailing to 20+ individual addresses!

● Updated DHC Mission and Goals - approved by SBM Executive Committee

● The DHC leaders will be authoring an article for the Outlook newsletter on “Training the Next Generation of Behavior Scientists for Digital Health Research”. Thank you to those who were asked to contribute to the article.

● Digital Health Year in Review
  ○ Proposed for 2019 Annual Meeting
  ○ Start day for the year will begin on the last day of conference
  ○ Action Item: Created a tracker; add entries as needed. We have 3 entries so far!
    ■ https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1HlxqK9oe1K0tissF2bloPQeYgLN4B0Y4-lZzpEX2Q/edit?usp=sharing
  ○ Prospectus and One pager
  ○ Action Item: Circulate to your contacts that may be interested in sponsorship/exhibiting. Please Cc Mary Dean, mdean@sbm.org

● Heather Cole-Lewis will be back by December!